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SUMMARY
More than eight out of ten of all the commer- Forty-six of the 51 advances have been
cial jet airliners operating in the free world applied operationally. Of those. 31 were first
today were designed and built in the United used by the military, l)ioneering the way to
;- States. That simi)le statistic is one measure of later _Lccel)tance in civil aviation.
this country's I)reeminent i)osition in aero- But there is more than this important direct
nautics, transfer of technology and hardware from mill-
One out of every four of those American-l)uilt tary i)rograms to civil aviation. Additional ex-
jet airliners traces its lineage directly to a tensive benefits have come from military spon-
single military bomber program. That simple sorship of new manufacturing technology,
statistic is a measure of the influence and im- production methods, tooling, and factory and
portance of military aeronautical research and test facilities.
development. These vital contril)utions to the past growth
All of the jet airliners--all (:f them--devel- of U. S. aviation helped establish the industry
oped and built in the United States have de- in its 1)osition as a world-recognized leader in
pended to a large extent on the availal)ility of aeronautical technology.
technology, or hardware, or both, generated by But recently, new and powerful i'actors have
military-sl)onsored 1)rograms in aeronautical re- I)egun to influence the trends of these measur-
• search, technology, development or production, able contributions from military programs.
• Those are facts about today's commercial jet Rising development costs, and foreign competi-
• airliners. But they hold equally true, in a dif- tion in technnlogy, production and marketing,
, _ ferent sense, for all of civil aviation. For the pose a serious threat to the continuing _._rowth
study of the history of aeronautical progress in and progress of the U. S. aeronautical industry.
_ the'United States shows that military sponsor- The changing and evolving nature of the mill-
ship has provided most of the significant tech- tary threat is another major factor with power-
-_ nological gains that have been made in Ameri- ful influence on the aeronautical industry.
'. can aviation. The number of new aircraft program starts
This executive summary identifies 51 signifi- has been dramatically reduced over the past two
' _ cant technological advances made in U. S. avia- decades, so that much valuable industrial too- "
tion since 1925. Military sponsorship has been mentum has been lost. Design teams have been
responsible for 35 of them. broken apart, technical expertise scattered, and
Government sponsorship, which included the art of design has--in some cases---stag-
work funded by the military and by Govern- nated.
ment civilian agencies, was responsible for 45 All of these factors make the future uncer-of the 51 advances. The remaining six were tain, and perhaps gloomy, for this high-
"_ results of work funded by private industry, technology industry of aeronautics.
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INTRODUCTION
"File Curtiss JN-4t] "Jenny" of 1925 and tile
• Boeing 747B of 1972 have much in common,
despite appearances: Both are airplanes, both
carny passengers. I)oth are SUl)porte,i in flight
l_" by their wings. Tile list is !ong.
But there is one major common factor, which
is the reason for their shapes, their 1)erform-%]
antes and their 1)ositions in history. Both these
wm'khor._,e airplanes are rel)re_entative of the
broad apl)lic;,.'" )n of conteml)orary aeronautical
•:_ : technology.
,._ _'2: .. _..'-:-...-, ::.'-'" . . Techn(,logy is the common denominator of.':_'_/"" "" "_:--:_._ ., "_ both designs. And the developm t of tech-
". : 4=.'- _.'. '* nolo_', fr')m the knowledge that created tile
JN-4H to tile expertise that deveh)ped the 747B.The Curtis JN-4H, 'JENNY," single-engim,, 2-place,
biplane. (Courtesy of The Air Force Museum) is one measure of aviation progress in the
United States.
THE RADCAP STUDY The Cmuss "Jenny" ('otfld carry one pas-
senger and one pilot at a maximum speed of 93
This execvtive summary is based on the two miles l)er hota'. In l)ractice, this was reduced to
volumes resulting from a detailed study of U.S. a cruising speed near 75 miles per hour to save
aeronautical progress since 1925. That study, wear and tear and gasoline. The useful range
Research and Derelopment Conh'ilmtlons fo was less than 200 miles. The maximum weight
Aviation Progress (RADCAP), is summarized of the JN-.Itt w:_s 2,145 pounds.
in these pages. Conducted jointly by the Depaz% The Boeing 7;7B can carry from 374 to 490
ment of Defense, the National Aeronautics and i)assengers, depending on the internal arrange-
Space Administration, and the Department of ment of seats, at a cruise speed of b80 miles per
Transportation, the study had these broad ob- hour, over a range of about 6,000 miles. Its
, .lectives: maximum weight is 775,000 pounds.
To identify the significant technological y L - _._
advances that have been made in U.S. "!I"_ ' __:;"" _'_"\_"
aviation since 1925, and the background, ,_ - -_j_":. _: ::._ t
sponsor, user, application, timing and ,. : ,r.,
' trends of those advances. • _ " _- _
To show the relevance of current and
planned military aeronautical research and o
developmentto the researchand develop- _-'_ ,:- .... -
ment needs of civil aviation. _ _::_ ._: :_:_____Stated simply, the study reviews the positive ,___,_:_.,_
.. contributions of military aeronautical research
and development programs to civil aviation, and
assesses some possible future contributions of
those military programs. It presents a major
attempt to discover how the U. S. aviation in-
dustry progressed in past years, and how it may The Boeing 747B, largest commercial transport in oper-
progress--or decline--in the future, ation. (Courtesy of the Boeing Company)
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Comparisons, although often odious accord- those who work in the industry have long
ing to the old saying, equally often can I)e known that it was technol,)gy, as well as pilot-
interesting and enlightening. The interesting ing skills, that made sach records possible.
part of this comparison is that the 7.17B weighs One example should emphasizp, this. When
as much as 360 "Jennies," and carries relatively the D,Juglas DC-3 commercial transport first
few more passengers than 360 "Jennies" could, appeared in 1935 on the air routes of the world, ,
: If the comparison stopped there, it would be it made ol)solete, almost overnight, every other
odious, commercial transl)ort the_: ol)erating. The rpa.-
The enlightening part of the comparison is son was that the DC-3 pioneered a ,':.,aer of
to look at how many l)assenger-miles per hour new technologies. It had I)owerfui, reliable air-
could be flown by a single 747B and the r,,'mada cooled radial engines, driving controllable-pitch
of 360 "Jennies." The big Boeing transp(:'t can propellers. It used retractable landing gear to
produce a maximum of 284,000 l)a_senger-miles lower the drag in flight. It was built of new
: per hour. All those "Jennies" could produce less hi_h-strength aluminum alloys. The engine was
than a tenth of that number. That difference in housed in a smooth cowling that improved the
productivity is one measure of the progress of cooling and reduced the drag. It had trailing-
aviation over the years since 1925. edge flaps to slow the landing speeds.
These comparisons can be questioned, of In the hands of expert pilots, the DC-3 set
course, because the)" are an oversiml)lification new marks for operational l)erfol_nance and
of the huge gap between the "Jenny" and the reliability. But without the new technology,
747B. But they serve to illustrate the point: those pilots would have been unable to accom-
There has been an impressive growth of tech- plish anything except routine flying with medi-
nology since 1925, and that growth has made it ecre performance.
possible to build safe, economical transports The technology of the DC-3 was synergistic;
that can carry hundreds of people over thou- the whole was greater than the sum of its parts.
• sands of miles, day in and day out, nonstop, in Each of those individual technological advances
fair weather or foul, and put them down gently was a little breakthrough on the route of aero-
and precisely on a distant runway, nautical progress.
' That much generally is understood about
today's aeronautical developments. That's what
has happened since 1925. How it happened is a
l subject of this report. ," :
The history of aviation progress is the his-
tory of a large number of significant break- e
,i throughs in technology. There are some single
developments, such as the jet engine, wh;ch
i loom larger in historical persl_ctive than other
tangiblemeasures of progress.But over the
, years, it has been the steady building of tech-
nology by a discovery here and an invention
' i there that has taken aviation to today's pin-
: nacle.
_.;_.,. How this progress was made has not been ' '_?: -
investigated in detail earlier. Public r_ords in
the press and in aviation histories generally _..,:
deal with the spectacular achievements of indi-
! vidual pilots or aircraft in setting new records The Douglas DC-3 earned the Collier Trophy for 1935
as the outstanding transport.
or establishing milestones along the route. But (Courtesy of the McDonnellDouglas Corp)!
}
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But there is a deeper significance to be and interesting historical rel)ort. But past his-
found only hy looking into the history of each tory has much to teach, and can serve as a use-
of those--and otherwtechr,_logit.al advances, t'ul I)oint of departure for a look into the future.
The deeper significance is that most of the Consequently, the study looks ahead to ex-
technological advances that characterize the amine the current status of military aeronauti-
superb civil aircraft now in production and cal research and development, primarily from
service in this country originated as results of the viewpoint of its relevance to the pressing
military funding of aeronautical rese_a'ch and needs of civil aviation today. Those needs--such
development, as the requirements for quieter, cleaner engines,
The importance of that statement cannot be eased air-traffic congestion, and new aircraft
overemphasized. It's worth repeating, with dif- for the short haul--demand continuing ad-
ferent eml)hasis: vances in aviation. History shows that such
• Military funding of aeronautical research
and development has been responsible for impl'ovements come primarily from military re-
most of the technological advances in U.S. search and develol)ment l)rograms in aero-
aviation, nautics.
The first task of the group which was assem- Finally, because it takes money to support
bled for the RADCAP study was to identify and these programs, the stud)- looks at long-term
evaluate the significant technological advances tl'ends in funding of aeronautical research and
in U. S. aviation. If this had been the extent of deveh)pment programs by Government and by
the study, it would have produced a valuable private industry.
t
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"- MAJOR TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES Fngines were heavy, and water cooled. Pro-
•.: IN AVIATION pellers were one piece, h,ml-carved of wood.
::'" Instruments were few and radios hardly to be
The first task ,,f the Study Group was to found.
_,: determine which of the nlyl'iad deveh,pments
over the years were the significant ones. Sig-
nificance is a matter of opinion, ultimately, but
there are criteria: Timeliness. magnitude, and
value•
_"_" There were restrictions ,m selections, also. _ _ -
'_-, and the prima rv. one was limiti n gth em to avia- _7- -- "_. ¢'_ t_i '_/_____--'_
)j:' tion in the United States. Many significant ad-
:o. winces in aviation occurred in foreign countries,
sometimes hmg I)efore they were recognized or _ .- - "
_._ applied here. . p_"_1/ ' "
"_ Final selections were made on the basis of _st
_ available documentation, the recollections and _ ,.:
.judgments of the Study Group, and a very care- ,,_' ._
: ful evaluation of all the advances that were .....,_ " ...... _: -,_ • -,, '_
suggested b:," these sources. "; .... :-.... 4,.,' ""
" But such a selection does not recognize, let .... _ : '.
alone eml)hasize, the invaluable contributions of ._.._.:.ro. - ,'__'_:: " _ _aii_ " , - o
basic research, the I)ainstaking develol)ment of " .__. _:_,
engineering data, the complex interactions of The Curtiss HAWK P-I flew from New York to San
_ I)eople and organizations exchanging ideas and Francisco in 1924. The trip :,equired 21 hours and 48
_i information, and the magnitude of the national minutes, including 5 stops.(Courtesy of The Air Force Museum) /
- commitment and invoh'ement that made theseadvances possible. Thes factors, too, are vital By 1940, the shape of airplanes and their con-
_, for technical achievement, struction had changed. They were monoplanes, ..'
. _ Many advances would have been greatly de- of aluminum a!ioys with lightweight stressed
.... laved or even impossible without the availability skin and shell structures. Speeds and ranges' g
of extensive and costly Government ground and increased spectacularly. Payloads were large r_
flight research facilities. The role of such facili- enough to accommodate passengers, freight, ._ e
r_ ties has not been considered here to any extent, wealmns. Engines were both liquid- and air-
, because it is far beyond the scope of this study, cooled, tucked inside sleek sculptured metal
But the contributions of the U. S. Government, cowlings. All-metal propellers could change
in providing these invaluable facilities, were their blade angles in flight for greater efficiency.
vital to almost every advance. Instrument panels were dotted with a host of
The starting time for the study is 1925. That new indicators that helped the pilot to fly with-
., year marked a rebirth of purpose and a general out seeing either the ground or the horizon.
reawakening of public and Governmental inter- And radios linked him to the ground or to other
est in U. S. aviation, aircraft.
" The barnstormers began the peacetime ex-
AMERICAN AVIATION: 1925-.I 940 ploitation of aviation after World War I. Their
surplus military trainers were the first contact
In 1925, there were biplanes, frail creations many Americans had with an airplane, in ex-
of wood, wire and doped linen. Their speed and citing rides above the spire of their church and
range were limited; their payloads were small, the tower of the city hall.
5
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In 1927, Capt. Charles A. Lindl)ergh's sol() gone a metamorphosis. Its ._hal)e, construction,
flight across the Atlantic captured the imagina- power plant, instruments and capabilities had
tion of tile country and started _ feverish en- improved many times over. It had hocome a
thusiasm for aviation that was n[)t to cool off vehicle for passenger-carrying, ¢(w freight-
for several decades. Imuling, f_r sport, for pleasure, and for light-
The Atlantic was crossed again and again; ning war.
the Pacific was traversed in a series of flights. The differences between the slow biplanes of
Speed records were broken, altitude marks fell, 1925 and the speedy monol)lanes of 1940 were
and long-distance flights became commont)lace, meas,_red by many advances in technology, in
Endurance flights were as popular a spectacle new developments that increased engine power
as flagpole sitting, and efficiency, reduced drag, lightened strut-
America's first airlines began scheduled serv- tures, and improved the safety and economy of
ices, and small airplanes designed specifically flight.
for private owners made their first appearances. The significant technological advances of this
The industry grew from small shol)s in time period are summarized in Table 1 and dis-
hangars at remote airports to major factory cussed in more detail in the following pages of
complexes employing thousands and gearing for this summary report. Additional details may be
the war that was sure to come. found in Volumes I and II of the RADCAP
Wars between Japan and China, Italy and Study.
Abyssinia, and the civil war in Spain catal)ulted In this table, and the others within this
military aviation to the headlines. The second chapter, the date listed fol' each advance is tied
of the devastating world wars began near the to a significant event in the United States, such
end of this period. The brutally efficient use of as full development of an idea, discovery of
airpower in support of the German armored something new, or the development of hard-
• thrust into Poland impressed and frightened ware. The sponsor is the primary source of
the world, funding for the advance, rather than the origi-
' nator of the need, or the producer of the work.
SIGNIFICANT TECHNOLOGICAL The date under the user listing refers to the
ADVANCES: 1925-1940 application or use in operational or service air-
craft. [n many cases, it is the first flight date of
From 1925 to 1940 the airplane had under- an aircraft using the specific advance.
p
The Curtlsa P-40 in 1940 bore little , .
,_semblance to the original HAWK. _..'_" ?_ _/
(Courtesy of The Air Force Museum) _ ..._7_
6
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TABI,E 1. Significant T_,chnological Advances: 1!_25-191o
,| ....
USER
ADVANCE DATE SPONSOR
MIL PVTSECT
R_,DIALAIR-COOLEDENGINE 1920 GOVTMIL 1922 1925
'_ RETRACTABLELANDING EAR 1921 GOVTMIL 1931 1930
STANDARDATMOSPHEREDATA 1925 GOVTCIV 1925 1925
SUPERCHARGING 1927 GOVTMIL 1930 1930
HIGI'I'LIFTDEVICES 1927 PVTSECT 1932 1933
NACACOWLING 1928 GOVTCIV 1932 1929
DE-ICING 1928 GOVTCIV 193,5 193.5
TWO-WAYRADIOCOMMUNICATION 1928 GOVTMIL 1928 i929
STRESSE_)-SKINMETALAIRPLANE 1930 PVTSECT 1930 1930
HIGH-STRENGTHALUMINUMALLOY 1931 PV1"SECT 193.5 1935
CONTROLLABLE-PITCHPROPELLEP,S 1932 GOVTMIL 1933 1933
AUTOMATICPILOT 1933 PVTSECT 1936 193.5
HIGHOCTANEFUELS 1936 GOVTMIL 1936 1946
"* CABINPRESSURIZATION 1937 GOVTMIL 1937 1938
' Note: *NACA--National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
"1 Four of these significant technological ad- 12_97
i vances produced major gain_ in power-plant
, _ performance, which resulted in better aircraft
; range, speed, payload and economy. These four
, were: e
i • Radial air-cooled e_gine, which grew from
, _ 200 horsepower near the beginning of this
i period to nearly 10 times that figure by the
end of 1940. Pioneered by development con-
' tracts from the Army and Navy in 1920,
" this new engine type began military flight _d _ _t, _ -
, test in 1922 and powered this country's - _ ; *_ _ '-
first commercial transports in 1925. g_r _b
. ." • High-octane fuels, which led the way to
" " ' higher engine performance from more etfi- _ ....._lr_
eient combustion. In 1986, both the Army
Air Corps and the Navy standardized on
1OO.octanefuel; commercial use of the
The Lswrsnee Model J-1 was the forerunner of the
higher cost 100-octane fuel began after fammtaWright"Whirlwind"seri•s.
World War I1. (Courtly of The Air Fort_ Museum)
7
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• S;tperehar!ling. which made it l)ossil)le to
produce and sustain high performance at
high altitudes. Although the military had
funded Sul)ercharger development as early
as 1918, it was m)t until 1927 that the first
U. S. 1)roduction engine was equipped with
a gear-driven supercharger. From 1930 on, _ ._s_
alI military and transport engines had
gear-driven SUl)eveJ avgers. The first mill- /- • :
tary al)lflication of tml)_sul)ercharging to (_ \ ' *
a i)roducti,m aircraft was m:tn_ in 19:'_; _
first commercial use of tu,'l)_._upercharging _t_tqOlg_ ....
occurred in 19.19. _"i:':'_
Uli._;
• Controlhthh'-t :*"_ ,,,'_,oellers. which im- ___':; ........"-""_"_'_"
.... ' _*_2_,."_:_ _._t'. _,__,._, __L_"
l)roved l)ropulsive efficiency over the speed
range from takeoff t(, high-speed flight. The l.ockhoed"Air Express" was one of the first trans-
De:eloped in 1932, controllal)le-l)itch pro- port aircraft to utilize the N.A.C.A. cowling.(Courtesy of The Air Force Museum)
pellets were apl)lied on Navy fighters and
commercial transports tP.e following year. * NACA co,'ling, a 1928 development which
Four major adwmces chan_;ed the looks and reduced the drag of the radial air-cooled
eonstruclion methods of aircraft for all time, engine and improved its cooling, producing
and produced further gains in :'afety, perform- the equiw,lent of a major increase in effec-
ante, and economy: tive horsepower. It was first used on a civil
• Retractablr Ion(fin# gear. which markedly aircraft in 1929 and on an Army bomber in
reduced airplane drag, improving climb 1932.
and level-flight performance in almost • Stressed.ski, metolairphtne, a new design
. every category. Tested successfully by the and construction technique that made it
Anmy Air Service in 1921. the use of re- possil)le to build the aerodynamically efti-
tractable gear was pioneered by a eommer- cient cantilevered-wing monoplane. It was
cial transpol¢ in 1930. The following year first applied almost simultaneously to a
, ! a Navy fighter became the first military civil transitorY: and an Array pursuit plane
i aircraft to use the gear. in 1930.
i P " t" -- _
F
\
The floelnfr"l_lonomsir" _tarted • new trend In trsns_,rt •lreratt desl|n.
(Courtesy of The Air Force lduJ_um)
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_'" • High-stn'_Lqth olumi_ntm Mloy, which • D_'-h'i.!l, which licked the mwient enemy
coupled new and high levels of strength of airmen by removing ice as it formed on
-_, with the lightness of the base metal to wings and other aircraft surfaces. A 1928
_' improve structural efficiency. Develol)ed by interagency confereuce initiated this de-
_.' industry in 1931 high-stren_,4h aluminum velol)ment, and the results--de-icing sys-
_7_ t
?:: alloys had been adopted for both civil and terns--had been adol)ted by 1935 on com-
_" military aircraft hv 1935. mercial transports and military bombers.
_; • o
'$. The handling and control charactel'istics of • ('_tbi_l pre._._m'iz_ttio_,, which surrounded
"" aircraft are directly related to their safety, the pilot_and later his passengers--with
•. During this time period, two major techno- a generated environment capable of slip-
,: logical advances in aircraft handling and con- I)orting life at extreme altitudes, The Army
: troi led to easier and safer flying: Air Corps pr_wed its feasibility first in
• _* * High-lift de_'/c_,s,typified by landing flaps 1937; the first civil application was made
which improve landing performance by re- the following year.
_ii ducing the approach speed and increasing • Two-.'.y rodio comm_lnicatio_h which
the approach angle. Invented and applied linked the l)ilot to ground stations along
_ privately as early as 1927, flaps were in- his route and to other aircraft, giving him
' stalled on a civil transport in 1933. The information that wou!d speed him safely
_" earliest recorded military use was in 1936. on his way. By 1928, the military had in-
" • Automatic pilot, which relieves the pilot of stalled two-way radios in its aircraft; com-
a major portion of his work load (luring merciai aviation followed in !929.
•_" long flights, and reduces the need for Seven of these 14 technical advances came
manual navigation methods. Developed to from Government military research and devel-
successful use by 1933, the autopilot was ol)ment programs, and three more from Govern-
installed in production civil transports first ment civil agency R&D. The remaining four
, in 1935, and in an Army bomber in 1932. were develol_,d by the priwtte s_.tor of indus-
:-, The early hazards of flying were due often try, Pioneering these advancements through
' to unknown and unsolved problems resulting early use was shared equally by militaIT and
from gaps in the knowledge of weather, nero- civil aviation.
dynamics, navigation, or communications. Four
•, technological advances during this time period
' reduced the number of unknowns that could
bedevil pilots: e
• Standard atmosphere, dt(ta, the first com-
pilation of available knowledge about the
, atmosphere for use in aircraft and equip- - "_-- :_/.,,:
merit design. Described by NACA in a
1925 data book. this first step to define a __ .,_ ........ ,
standardized atmosphere led to the devel- -_,, ,.
opment of upper-air observations that .... --__m---m_,
paved the way to accurate aviation weather _ q_ IP
forecasting. :..
?
¢rtq_e the lift and drab otthe wins .... "
ICourt_y of _ Air Poree Museum) ..... :'"" ' _ ' ":" "
9
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The Boeing R-17B proved to be the mo.t important
The Boeing B-17E "Flyi.g Fortr_.ss." fora,runner to the deveh)l)ment of U.S. comn.,rrial jet
(Courtesy of The Air Force Mus0,.m) tra.sports. {Courtesy of The Air Force Musl'um)
AMERICAN AVIATION: 1941-1950 From those aircr_tft came the tirst supersonic
research ,drl)lane, the Bell XS-I, that pioneered
This time period _aw a ._ond revolution in the realm of flight beyond what was then called
aircraft t_hnoloffy, born of the demands of the sonic barrier.
World War 11. In the historically brief period l'ostw.'.' aviation development was character-
of the war, the shape of aircraft changed _mce ized by rapid and revolutionary growth in mill-
again to new and sometimes stan_ling designs t_try and commercial aviation. Jet fighters set
b that set the styles for most of today's airpla.es, new spe_! and altitude records; bombers and
Those years saw the use of wing sweepi_Lck patrol planes established new distance marks.
i as a means of reducing drag; the bitch and In 1944, the U. S. aviation industry was the ,
' maturing growth of the jet e.gine; the develop lan'_est single industry in the world. Its pro-
, ment of research aircraft to investigate, in duetion of 96,000 aircraft repxtsented a value
t
, flight, new reaches of speed and altitude, of $17 billion, then more than 10 percent of the
The synergistic combination of the sweptback gross national product. In 1945, the industrywing and jet propulsion was basically respon- was decimated by loss of co.tracts for more
sible for a new generation of aircraft designs than $26 billion. But by 1950, the postwar re-
' , born during the last years of the war. Sweep- covery had begun; production had climbed back
back had been suggested earlier by scientists in to 6,000 aircraft and _ales were more than 1f3
I several countries, but the Gernmns were the billion.
• first to exploit it in the development of their The four-engined transport planes, tempered
last-ditch tighten. Jet propulsion grew from and ;)roven in military service during the war.
_ simultaneous work in Great Britain and Ger- grew into a series of new commercial airliner1
• . ; " ' many; both countries had operational jet fight- that expanded dom_tic and worldwide nassen-
. .,' ". i era by 1945. ger services, and created global markets for
The last years of that war saw the planning U.S. commercial aircraft. By the end of this
of the "X" series of research aircraft, a new time period, the world's airlines were turning
approach to flight research undertaken by the increasingly toward the United States for de-
IqACA in cooperation with the Army and Navy. slim, of efficient and economical transpurts.
10
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SIGNIFICANT TECHNOLOGICAL
ADVANCES: 1941-1950
The denlands of w_ll" Wcl'e l'eSp_)llSjl)h,fol'
most of tile advan(.e4 in techn.logy during this
time period. )(ilitary requirements for more
speed, altitude, r:mge, I.ad-c;irrying capal)ility,
and the ability to fly in bad weather were the _t,-- "_'-"
spUl'_. ,_,_,,
The advances made during thi._ time peri.d "_"
are summarized in Table "2_md described in I"
more detail in the pages that follow. "_
Four of these advances contributed to m;_j.r,
and even spectncular, improvements in aircraft
: ])el'foi'lllallce;
• Tttrbojet _,,¢l/,t,. which eliminated the ])el'- The' lb.:l Xl'-Stt was Am,,ric.'t's first jet-pr,,I.,Ih,d fighter.(('ourtJ,._y of The. Air I,'on.c .Mu._,.um)
formance limitations of propeller-driven
planes, and opened the way to flight at very craft, an Army Air Force experimental
hilzh altitudes :lnd speeds. The Ih'st ['. S. pursuit, flew in 1912. Not until 195.1did a
work was slmnsored by the military in If. S. civil design, n commercial transport,
I°41. and the first U. S. jet-propelled air- use jet engines.
TABLE 2. Significant Technological Advane0,s: 19,11-19;d)
USER
ADVANCE DATE SPONSOR
MIL PVTSECT
t
HELICOPTER 1941 PVTSECT 1942 1946
ADHESIVEBONDING 1941 GOVTA_IL 1942 1958
, ' TURBOJEZ' 1941 GOVTMIL 1942 1954
INSTRUMENTLANDINGSYSTEM 194/ GOVJOINT 1943 1947 e
SWEPTBACKWING 1916 GOVTCIV 1947 1954
. DELTAWING 1945 GovrCIV 19411 --
FATIGUETESTING 1946 GOWMIL 1948 1947
THRUSTR[V[RSER 1946 GOVTMIL 1963 1954
ON-BOARDPOWERGENERATION 1945 GOVTMIL 1945 Ig55
J TITANIUM 1947 GOVTMIL 1952 1954 _
'1 SUPERSONICFLIGHT IMT GOVTMIL 1953 --
GROUND-RASEDWIEATHIERRADAR 1948 GOVTMt! i,)I NA"
DOPPLERNAVIGATIONRADAR 1949 GOVI'MIL 1954 1955
la
• NA--N_ aplAJeable; pHvst# industry does not currently Ol_eate weather radars, nor _ It neeql to do Mo.
II
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b• Swepfl,.,,k winq, which delayed the drag advances hellJed increase tile knowledge of air-
rise near the speed -f sound and--in appli- craft structure:" and iml)rove their rabrication :
cation with the turbojet engine--raised • F, ti!I,,, tcsti,*;g, a 1916 deveh,l,nent which
l)erforman('e to the edge of the sonic speed isolated and amdyzed the l)roblem, and led
•. range. In 1915, NACA published the first to nev theoretical and empirical methods
U. S. report oh the theory of swel)tback of structural design. In 1947. a civil trans-
_. wings. Two years later, two U. S. Air Force I)ort hecame the first complete aircraft to
•- l)rototyl)es with swept wings made their I)e tested for fatigue life, and the Air Force
_-. first fl;_,hts. The first use on civil aircraft first used full-s('ale fatigue testing in 19.18
was in 1951, on a commercial jet transport, to iml)rOV_ the service life of a fighter.
":. • Adbesirc bol_dbnff, an industrial develop-
_'* • -" ment of 1941 wliich replaced rivets, screws
" . - . -'_ and bolts in some aircraft components and
• .,- ,__.-.. - led to lighter and simpler structures. The
':: /;,;;. : ...." ,_e" _.:t_. first military use was in 1942 ; the first civil
i _ ¢f _ al)plications were not made until 1958.
• ": • TitaMm_ alloys, developed under Navy
: . _ ).- sponsorship that started in 1947, which
.7_' contributed to the successful development
-_" - ._ _..'_."-_ and production of high-l)erformance mill-
• ;_. tary and commercial jet engines.
.:- _ • .._._ -.. The postwar growth of civil aviation was one
'_ ' ._'_'" _'.- of the factors that led to safer and more reliable
"*.x - " flight operations during this period. More air-
y-,._.,i_, planes with higher performance, operated by
...._..... both the military and civil owners, spurred the
' The North American F-86 was one of the first U.S.
fighters withsweptwings, developments which resulted in five major
, (Courtesy of The Air Force Museum) technological advances in flight operations and
' safety :
• Delta wing, which pioneered a shape • lnstrume_tt landing system, which created
uniquely planned for supersonic flight, a "highway in the sky" to lead pilots to
, Developed in Germany during the war, and s,ffe landings in bad weather or at night.
tested by NACA in 1945, the delta wing
wa_ fir._t used on a military aircraft in , I
• 1948.
t
.! • Superso_fic /light, which proved that the
: sonic barrier was an exaggeration and that ' ,
sustained flight above tl'..- speed of sound v
i was possible, advantageous and control- --_,
lable. The XS-1 research aircraft led the mt,._. , .... •........ _ -_ ....
way in 1947, and by 1953 the U. S. had a ,'
production fighter capable of sustained
supersonic flight. _ ' ___i'
The combination of the turbojet engine and _ ._ _'_ __ _wing sweepback gained a new range of speed _,'
performance, where loads were higher and dif- " -_-_._. _.. .-
ferent in character from those encountered in ...... ,
the earlier years of flight, Three significant The Bell XS-1. (Courtesy of The Air Force Muxeum)
12
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Stemming from an Air Corps specification
issued in 1911. the instrument landing sys-
tem was first installed in 19.13 in military
aircraft.i)ol_s,and in 1947 in commercial trans- ,7_[_
• Ground-based _rcather r,d,r, which can
detect and track hazardous storms, and
assist aircraft in avoiding them or safely _ _- __y_ t=,
penetrating them. The Army developed the
first such unit in 1948, and use by the mili- .,-, ,,_ll_: ..:_ "=' .. 5;/,_._ I;_[,_
tary followed immediately. _ T'_*--: i/,_7_.._. L• Doppler _ariqatio, r_¢dcw, which is a self-
contained navigating system, independent "---_'-_a'=_R_ _'_"
of ground stations. The first units were de-
livered to the Air Force in 1949, and in-
stalled as standard equipment in opera- The Sikorsky VS-30Omakes its first flight.(Courtesy of The Air Force Mu_um)
tional fighters in 1954. The first commercial
Doppler unit was built in 1955. ment programs, and two came from Govern-
* O,-board power .q_,eratio,. using con- merit civil agencies' work. One was a joint
stunt-speed drives ax:d three-l)hase , 400- project of Government military and civil agen-
cycle, 120/208-volt sy._tems in small, light- cies, and one originated in the private sector.
weight packages. DeveloI_i and applied by All but two were first used by the military.
the military in 1946, these systems became
standard on commercial transports as well AMERICAN AVIATION: 1951-1960
beginning ;n 1955.
• • Thrust rerersers, which capture a major The previous decade had established the jet '
fraction of the jet engine's power and, by age. The years from 1951 to 1960 saw its lusty0
: reversing the exhaust flow, use it to slow gro_h to embrace almost all new military air-
down aircraft either independently or craft, as well as a growing number of commer-
working with standard wheel brakes. AI- cial transports.
though Navy-sponsored flight tests took
' place in 1946, it fell to commercial trans-
port._ to pioneer thrust reversers first, in ._ -:.
1954• Military applications I_gan in 1963. _:_, _,..._ ..... __,,
This time l_riod saw the successful introduc ..... _ .... :_"_'_._h._=. . °_"_.
" , : tion of a unique aircraft, a singularly signifi- " =_" _ .........
, cant adva,_e: __
.. : • The helicopter, which separated aircraft
• _ from their traditional dependence on run- _ --"
ways by its vnusu_! ability to take off and _v, t ! _'
" land vertically, to hover, and to move " . ,
laterally and backward as well as forward.
Developed and demonstrated by private in- ,,
dustry first in 1941, the helicopter was first
used by the Army in 1942 and by civil / _ t.
operators in 1946. _
Nine of these advances derived from Govern- .........
ment-sponsored military research and develop- The Douglas DC-6B appeared in 1950.(Courtesy of The McDonnell Douglas Corp)
.! 13
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Tile earlier achievement of supersonic flight B-47 a,ld B-52 bomber programs, the Model
became a routine accomplishment by military 367-80 was developed into the Boeing 707 series,
aircraft developed during this decade. The heli- which first entered commercial service in 1958.
copter, flown heroically during the Korean con-
flict, demonstrated dramatically its unique
1)otential for rescue operations and short-haul
transportation in and out of limited and con-
fined spaces. It._ performance--and its draw- _m_
backs--sparked interest in a new field: vertical _
takeoff and landing (VTOL) aircraft. The first .__=__ _ •:.---
U. S. prototyl)eS of this unusual class of air-
craft, designed to lift off and land vertically but
to cruise horizontally for longer ranges and "" "
higher speeds than those obtainable with heli- _ ....... _.....
copters, were developed during this decade.
Military aviation continued to grow rapidly.
The first all-jet aerial combat was .joined over
Korea in 1950. During that conflict, the swept- The Boeing 707-320 at the end of the decade.
wing fighter replaced its older straight-winged (Courtesy of The BoeingCompany)
sisters in service with the Air Force and Navy.
The speeds of operational military aircraft At the beginning of this period, passenger
doubled during this decade, and higher altitudes miles flown exceeded passenger miles traveled
became normal cruising grounds, in Pullman cars for the first time in history,
The "X" series of research aircraft pioneered and the trend never reversed from then on. At
a number of unusual shapes in the air, ranging the end of this decade, more than 80 percent of
from the stilettolike lines of the Douglas X-3 all the world's commercial air transport fleet '
through the variable-swecp wings of the Bell had been manufactured in the United States.
X-5. The Northrop X-4 investigated the poten- Near the end of this period, the advent of the
tial of tailless aircraft in the high-speed regime, ballistic missile and the successful launching of
The Bell X-2 rocket-powered craft reached an the earth's first artificial satellite by the Rus-
altitude above 126,000 feet and a speed faster sians placed new emphasis op technology.
than three times the speed of sound. Near the
end of the decade, the North American X-15 SIGNIFICANT TECHNOLOGICAL _,
hypersonic research aircraft began its flight ADVANCES: 1951-1960
program that would see it touch altitudes and
' speeds not exceeded until manned spacecraft With the maturing of the jet age, new de- ,
were first flown, mands for improved performance of aircraft
Both the B-47 and the B-52 swept-wing jet hastened the advance of technology. The arrival
i bombers joined the Air Force inventory during of missiles--and later, spacecraft--on the avia-
this decade. The B-47 had made its first flight in tion scene led to new approaches to manufactur-
• : 1947, the B-52 in 1952. ing and design because of volume and weight
One of the most lasting and significant restrictions. And the explosive growth of air- -
_i events of the decade occurred about midway borne electronics was another characteristic of ,
through those years. The canary- and chocolate- the technology of this period.
cuiored Boeing 367-80, progenitor of a long- The significant technological advances of the _,....
lived series of commercial jet transports, took years between 1951 and 1960 are summarized
to the air on its first flight July 15, 1954. Draw- in Table 3 and discussed in more detail in the
ing heavily on Boeing's experience with the pages that follow.
14
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T_.BLE 3. Si[_nificant Techno|o_icai Advances: 1951-1960i j
• , ]
J USER
ADVANCE DATE SPONSOR "
MIL PVTSECT
HEAVYPRESSPROGRAM 1951 GOVTMIL 19.54 1956
NUMERICALLYCONTROLLEDMACHINES 1951 GOVTMIL 1956 1956
AREARULE 1952 GOVTCIV 1954 1962
BLOWNFLAP 1953 GOVTMIL 1954 --
INERTIALNAVIGATION 1953 GOVTMIL 1963 1967
SONICFATIGUETESTING 1955 GOVTMIL 1956 1957
TURBOFANENGINE 1956 GOVTMIL 1961 1960
AIRBORNEDIGITALCOMPUTER 1957 GOVTMIL 1957 1967
COMMUNICATIONSATELLITE 1958 GOVTMIL 1966 1962
COMPUTERIZEDFLIGHTPLANS 1959 GOVTMIL 1959 1961
DIGITALFLIGHTSIMULATORS 1960 GOVTMIL 1960 1963
WEATHERSATELLITES 1960 GOVTCIV 1960 1960
Four major advances that improved aircraft • Blo_c,__ap, which used some of the energy
• performance paced the early years of this time available from the jet engine to increase
period: flap effectiveness for landing and takeoff.
: • Area rule, an aerodynamic development First fitted experimentally to a Navy
from the wind tunnels of NACA in 1952, fighter in 1954, blown flaps--which gain
reduced greatly the flow breakaway and their performance from extra air blasted
, _ turbulence that caused high airplane drag over the leading edge of the flaps--have
at high subsonic speeds. First applications been fitted to production military aircraft.
to military aircraft were made on Navy i . __.
and Air Force fighters which first flew in ,
1954; the first civil use occurred in 1962 __:'_
,_ on a commercial transport. ...........
The Convair F-102A was among the first advanced air- _1 '
craft to make use of the Area Rule developed by ;.
N.A.C.A. (Courtesy of The Air Force Museum) -_ _./
15
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s T_trbo/ttn e_.qi_,_, a more versatile class of crewmen in military aircraft, and the)" aided
jet power plant with improved perform- flight crews flying the new jet transports of this
ance ",ld reduced fuel consuml)tion and period. Three significant advances were made in
noise. First constructed in 1956 under airborne electronics during these years:
military sponsorship, the turbofan was * Inerti¢d mitigations, which measures the
first applied to a commercial transport in position in space of an aircraft without
1960, and to a military bomber in 1961. recourse to externally generated informa-
• Sonic f',tigu¢, t_.sting, which evaluated the tion such as radio or radar beams or nets.
problems of structures buffeted by the Deveh)ped in 1953 under military sponsor-
noise energy in a jet exhaust or high-speed ship, inertial navigation systems were in-
airflow. First established as a program in stalled first by the military in 1963. Their"
1955 by the military, sonic fatigue testing first civil use was in 1967.
established the safe life of a bomber the • Airbo_e digit_d compare,,., which handles
following year and aided the design of the complex equations of flight with ease,
commercial transports in programs that speed and accuracy, doing tasks that could
began in 1957. not be performed by human operators
Improvements in aircraft performance within the time frame of the flight. The
brought new requirements for stronger, still first military use was in a fighter weap-
lighter structures, with large, aerodynamically ons-control system in 1957. Commercial
smooth areas uncluttered by seams and joints application was in 1967.
which could increase drag. Two major advances • Communic_ttio_s s_rt_,llite, which provides a
in manufacturing technology helped meet those global coverage not achievable with any
needs: other form of communications network,
• Heavy press program, which added huge however complex. Originally demonstrated
forging and extrusion presses to the coun- in 1958, communications satellites were
• try's metal-working capabilities. Esial.- first utilized in commercial television in '
, lished by the military in 1951, the program 1962. The initial launch of the Defense
produced large components of steel and communications satellite system took place '
titanium as the first pieces of a new genera- in 1966.
tion of aircraft. In 1954, the first parts for
: a military aircraft were fabricated on the
giant presses; two years later, the first
components for a civil transport were built.
• NumericaUy controlled machines, which , t
" i eliminated much of the manual draftih_.
• _ machine-operating and checking by using
: programmed punch-cardsor tap(,. Parts
"i interchangeability could be assured, be-
cause dime.sionaily identical units could
._ be built in two or more factories. Numeri-
cal control is used in nearly three-quarters
t
of all the metal rein.-, al done in aircraft
fabrication today. The first military coy.
ot. tract for this development was awarded in
t 1951, and the first application to aircraft _production was in 1956.
Airborne electronics took ove_' some of the Large forging presses, 35-50,000 ton, were first used to
" manufacture parts for the B-52.
tasks of pilots, gunners, ob_rvers and other (Courtesy of The Air Force Material_ Laboratory)
i 1.
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Reliability and s-lfety of flight operations passenger-carrying" ships. In 1958, the airlines
are ahvays major considerations of both mili- carried more travelers across the Atlantic than
tary and civil operators of aircr,.ft. They look ships did, for the first time in history. From
e for contin:dng advances in technology to keel) then on, the passenger liner" was doomed, along
pace with performance advances in the aircraft with a life style and a mystique that had lasted
they operate. During this time period, three for more than a century.
significant advances occured in flight opera- _. - .....
tions: _, _.. ,, ."---
• Computerized flight plans, which print out _,_ _in detail the course data, weather, fuel
consumption, and other pertinent factors
for flight crews. These were pioneered dlk ::° .:._Y" __' _. -
in 1959 by the military and adopted in .... _"_ _:_...
1961 by commercial airlines. _ 00jm0g_f_ _r'_
• Diqital flight simulators, which first made __ ..... _':_ ....-- . ta O __
it possible to simulate flight opcrations in ___". _.mmp" 7: ......
. real time and with six degrees of free- _. "t_'"
dom in the motion equations. This de- _._ y t_ _
velopment was first demonstrated in 1960, I_ '" _,'
in a military application. The tirst unit _ _'"for commercial airline applicadon was de- _- - _ ._
livered in 1963. The Boeing 727 was one of the new transports entering
• Weather satellites, which maintain a glo- serviceduring the early 1960's.(Courtesy of The Boeing Company)
bal weather watch and can alert fore-
easters to the formation of storms or other" A similar phenomenon was being repeated on
unfavorable flying conditions. The first overland routes. At first on the long-haul runs
• weather satellite was launched in 1960 un- between coasts and then on the shorter legs
w_
derGovernmentsponsorship,and itsdata bet_veenmajor cities,jettransportstookon
found immediate use by both the military the loads that had been carried for years byf _
and civil aviation sectors, the piston-engined straight-winged derivatives
All 12 technological advances of this period of World War II military transports. Passen-
resulted from Government-sponsored research get statistics grew every year as more and
and development programs, 10 of them con- more people discovered jet travel. And, as the
dueted for the military. Eight were pioneered demand for jet transportation increased, so
through military first use, two were used for did the number of new designs. The jet grew
' the first time simultaneously by military and more versatile, and its performance, reliability
civil operators, and two were initially applied and safety were heightened by technological
by the civil sector, advances: The turbo fan engine, high-lift de-
vices, new and lighter high-strength structures.
, _ AMERICAN AVIATION: 1961-1972 At one end of the scale, it grew to a very large
size, capable of carrying almost 500 passengers.
;.." Just 3 years before this time period began, At the other, it was a small transport built ape-
_ there were no jet transports in service. By cifically for business and executive travel and
1972, there were close to 5,000 jet transports of capable of carrying as few as four passengers
all sizes flying the trade routes of the upper efficiently. In between was a choice that would
air. Jet travel started on the new North suit almost any airline for almost any task,
Atlantic "blue ribbon" runs, thousands of feet from crossing the wide Pacific to flying intra-
above the wakes of the diminishing number of state commuter runs.
17
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The Lockheed C-5A.
(Courtesy of The Air Force Museum)
The Roeing Vertoi CH-47 performs many resc'._e and
evacual.ion opelations in Southeast A3ia.
The traveling public loved it. Jet travel (Courtesy ofTheAirForceMus,.um)
was fast and smooth• But externally the jets
• were noisy, and public pleasure was countered Competition from foreign industry began to
, by the first signs of widespread community dis- be felt in export sales of U.S. aircraft. New
pleasure with aviation. Aircraft noise and visi- foreign commercial transport designs threat-
i ble pollution had their impact on community ened to take a larger portion of the worldwide
\ planning and on the slowdown in airpo_ ex- aviation market away from U. S. industry. And
pansion and construction that marked the last American airlines were faced with the possi-
few years of this time period. Public fears bility of buying a foreign supersonic transport
concerning the supersonic transport, justified in order to compete on their international
or not, were influential in congressional voting routes. ¢
against further funding for that program. In 1960, the Apollo program was established.
' One major influence on aviation during this It was to become significant to aviation because
period was the struggle in Southeast Asia, with of the range of the new technology generated
its extensive use of the widest variety of air- by the needs of lunar exploration.
" craft in traditional and new tasks. A most sig- During this time period, several significant
! nificant aspect of that struggle has been the aircraft flew for the first time: The giant
'- enormous amount of helicopter operational ex. Nm_h American XB-70 supersonic bomber pro-
• | perience gained by the Army and the Marine totype, which provided much useful flight re-
, ' _ Corps and the resulting advances in helicopter search data for high-speed aircraft design; the
i technology. New, widespread applications of Lockheed A-II, in later form to be designated• this aircraft will surely follow, just as earlier the SR-71 and YF-12A, that slashed through
i pioneering of the helicopter in Korea hell_d the skies at three or more times the speed ofto establish it as a unique aircraft type in civil sound; and the experimental Vought-Hiller-
use after that conflict. Ryan XC-142A, a tilt-wing V/STOL aircraft.
18
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SIGNIFICANT TECHNOLOGICAL
ADVANCES: 1961-1972
These recent years have seen no let-up in tile ..... -_ ...... 0
pace of aermmutical devel,pment. Tl_e ad- _ _-,_... .... ,r _'_h
vances in technology continue, spurred by the ....."_-_ I_= -
demands for c¢,nti,luing iml,,ovements in ai,- °___--w,---
craft I)erformance, safety and economics. _-_ __.:These advances are summarized in Table .1
and discussed in more detail in the following _ '" "-
pages.
Four significant advances occurred in this ._
period which made iml):'(wements in the design. The G_.neral Dynamic._ F-Ill utilizes the single-pivot
construction and i)ropulsion of aircraft: variable-sweep wing.{Courtesy of The Air Force Museum)
* Si,llh'-picot varl, bh'-s,'et'lJ w/ntl, which
makes this wduable aerodynamic scheme * Supercritie, I winu. which improves high-
practical for efficient flight at both high speed flight 1)erformance by further delay-
and low speeds. This layout was conceived ing the drag rise that occurs near sonic
by the National Aeronautics and Space speed. It was developed in wind tunnels of
Administration {NASA) and applied first of the NASA in the mid-1960s, and flight
to an Air Force fighter-bomber in 1965. research began in 1970.
TABLE 4. Significant Technological Advances: 1961-1972
., USER
ADVANCE DATE SPONSOR
MIL PVTSECT
ADVANCEDCOMPOSITES 1961 GOVTMIL 1969 --
MICROELECTRONICS I%1 GOVTMIL 1963 1969
FOGDISPERSAL 1963 PVTSECT 1%7 1963 o
NAVIGATIONSATELLITE 1964 GOVTMIL 1964 --
B
VISTOLRESEARCHAIRCRAFT 1964 GOVTMIL ....
' AIRBORNEPHASED-ARRAYRADAR 1965 GOVI'MIL ....
o
. , SINGLE-PIVOTVARIABLE-SWEEPWING 1965 GOVTMIL 196.5 --
t
LOADALLEVIATIONANDMODECONTROL 1965 GOVI'MIL 1971 --
. ._i,!__ HIGHBYPASSRATIOTURBOFAN 1967 GOVI'MIL 1968 1970
SUPERCRITICALWING 1970 GOVJOINT ....
FLY-BY-WIRE 1970 GOVTMIL ....
ADVANCEDBLOWNFLAPS 1970 GOVTClV ....
2O
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_,. • Adcaneed eOml._._ih,s', new materials which has the Calml_ility .f simult.'meouslv doing
._ produce Stl'tlCttll'_t] c.ml)onents of ex- several tasks, Stl','h pS t.rget tracking, nav-
t '_ tremely high strength- and stiffness-t-- igation and weapons delivery. Both the
weight ratios. The development was ini- Navy and the Air Force initiated develop-
_. tiated by military sp.ns-rshil) in 1961; the meat programs in 1965, and prototype sys-
f first batch of comp, ments using these ms- terns have been tested.
terials was built in 1969 fro" service testinff
on a military tighter.
• Hiflh-hylmSS.r.tio turlm/'.e, a new engine
class which shows a major increase in
thrust witlmut a corresponding weight in-
crease and features reduced fuel cmlsump-
:. tion, noise and pollutants. I)eveloped in
L 1967 under military Sl_onsorship, this class
_-. of engine first wa:_ installed in a military
transport in 1968 and on civil transports
_: in 1970.
:. As performance increases, so does the con-
tern about the ability of a pilot to control his
aircraft in all the areas of its performance en-
velope. Two significant advances were made in
flight controls during this period:
• Load alleeiation and mode control, which
enables an aircraft to sense air disturb-
antes and adjust its controls to minimizeeffects on the flight path and the structure. The General Electric TF-39 Imwers the C-SA.
(Courtosy of The Air Force Aero
• _ The Air Force initiated this program in Propulsion Laboratory)
, • 1965, and in 1971 completed the modifica-
tion of operational bombers to use this sys. The increased interest in vertical and short¢
i _ tern. takeoff and landing (V/STOL) aircraft during 0
• Fly-by-u'ire, which replaces the mechan- this time period sparked these advances:
ical systems of current aircraft with elec- • V/STOL research _ircraft, which showed
trical circuits for primary flight control, in a variety of design forms the unique
with major weight savings. The frst sig- capabilities and some of the problems of
nificant flight testing of such a system was these unusual aircraft. Prototype aircraft, done by the Air Force in 1970. developed nder a tri-service military pro-
Two of the most significant advances of this gram and incorporating three different
time period occurred in electronics: propulsion concepts made initial flights in
• Mic_,'lectronics, in which complete dee- the mid-1960s. Recently a production V/
tronic circuits are fabricated on a tiny STOL attack aircraft, the Hawker-Sidde-
"chip" smaller than a fingernail. Produe- _ey "Harrier," was deployed operationally _ ,tion processes for these circuits were dem- by th_ ,Marine Corps.
, '" onstrated in 1961 under military sponsor- • Adraneed blo.,n flt_ps, which show prom-
. " ship, applied by the military in 1_13, and ise of early application to both civil and
later applied to commercial sy_ms in a military transports that could be safe,
civil transport which flew in 1969. quiet and efficient. Programs to develop
• Airborne phased.array radar, which uses such flaps were begun in 1970 under Gov-
fixed elements to scan electronically, and eminent sponsorship.
21
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The I,ing-Temc_-Vought XC-ll2A tri-._ervice
a._._ault tran._port ex,,euting a hov,,r maneuver
with thf_ wing tilted at a 90-d,,grf_e angle.
(('fmrte._y of The Air Force Museum)
In flight operations, the problems _f weather TECHNOLOGICALADVANCE REVIEW
were reduced again and navigation was made
easier by two significant advances: These 51 significant technological advances
* Fog disp,,rsal, which attempts to dissipate occurred from 1925 through 1972. The largest
the dangerous ct,;d fogs that can close air- number of them resulted from initial, and often
ports to traffic with a resultant economic continuing, military sponsorship and applies-
impact on the airlines. L_alized dry-ice ti,m. Civil agencies in Government accounted
seeding of cold fogs at airports was frst for a substantial but much lower l.ercentage of
' done by a commercial airline in 1963, and the total. Advances funded by the private sec.
i the technique then developed was adopted tor were substantial only in the _925 to 1940by the .Air Force in 1967. time period; after the start of World War II,
• Navigation s, tellite, which established the private funding that resulted in significant
' first of a series of check points in the heav- technology never produced more than 12 per-
ens as an aid to extremely accurate navi- cent of the advances. 0
gation. Early military expe,'iments in 1964 The time lag between discovery and appliea-
• " led to the currently operational systems tion to a military aircraft averaged just over
3 yoars. In civil aviation, the time lag was
- , and to pro_ected future sy_tems with a
wide variety of applications, longer and averaged close to 6 years.
... With one exception, all of the alcove advances OI$[HtVATION$ *'
:- came from Government-spon;mred research and
development programs. One of the Government The Study Group noted then observations as
" programs was joinUy funded by the military pertinent to the analysis and selection of sig-
; and a civilian agency, one was funded only by nificant technological advances:
.' ," a civilian agency, and the other nine. were the 1. U.S. aviation began to grow and prosper
" " results of military proRrams. Most of the a?- during the late 1920s. Civil aviation stimulated
vances have not yet been applied in civil avis- many early advances, but nearly all of them
-, tion; four of them have not been applied in were influenced by Government programs.
either civil or military aviation. 2. Military sponsorship and first use have
22
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t'}lal'acl.el'Jzedll|_._lq)fthe sigllilicalltte('hl|(_log- (.al||efl'onl{_G)'.,'PI'IIIIIPII|_igell(.JP._iio[linkedt,;
i('aldvancessin('_,thestart;,I"W.rhlWar II. del'en._epr_,hlcm._.
3. Militaryresearch,deveh,l)ment,testand .;.Si;:nnli,.a,tnew l'a(.t_;r._are heginningh;
evaluati4_n havc usually pr_wided the hases f_r in/h.,m,e the pr.gress of aviation and its tech-
later ac('el)tan('e and use _d" te(,Jmologi(.:d ad- mdog'v. Am.ng the,_e are the rapidly rising costs
vances in civil avi;ttion. The ol.ltstal|ding exam- [ff I'e._earch ;llld devel-I)ment, public ('oll('el'll
I'_w the en' ii'Onlllent :ln(l .ther ,_o(.ial I)rol)h'.m._,I)le of thi._ is the devchqmwnt _f the c_mmmr-
cial j :t transpq_rt._, which drew heavily on mili- increasingly strong f, weign competiti.n in civil
aviation, and a changing and ew)lving militaLv
tary experience, th rear.
.I. ,Many (._mtril)ution,, made aviation I)r_g- 6. The c4_n('el_t q_l" systems anal:,'sis, I)io-
tess p.ssil)le, in several cases, these advan('e._ m,ered I).v tim military in the develol)nmnt of
ori_xinated in foreign countries; in others, they weapons, set a trend which is wide._l)read m_w
came from scientific dis(./pli:_es n-t usually its- n-t only in (.ivil aviation, l)ut in a ram-aviation
so(,iated with aviati.n, such its mete.r_log), hu- ai)l_licati,,n. Ret.cnt s.vstcms amdyses of some
man fa(.h,'s, and medicine. In still others, the)" re'ha, pr-hlems represent a (.its(, in point.
0
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/_'*"" a_?_ _ hc al,l,lied t,, vivil aviati,,n a._ well.
This ._ection, whi_'h a._._e._ses the relevance of
: :.,:_ ._ military aer, mautical re._earch and development,
is divided int. two major ._ecti,,ns. The first ex-
; amine._ s-me .f the current and planned mili-
'_ .._ ta)'y rc._earch and technoh_gy pr,,gran:s that
_ will _..,t*'ihute t(_ civil aviation's gr.wth in the
:' ' ..:_ ........ _, _l future, The se(..nd considers fi,ur case histories
.-_t_,_l:-.. . .. .,- --._._..===.._.. _ iI.,._ . _., of ¢'ur,'ent c, mmler¢.ial jet transp.rts to show
......."_,-...... .. : the ('ontributiuns of past military devehq)ment
p i,Ol_l';tnl._.
* NOISE ABATEMENT
A cominG, major airl.)it _r,,m.. All'craft noi._e abatement was assigned the(C,mrtesyof "l')u.l"ed,.ral A:-iatio, Admi.i.qration )
highe._t I)riority I)y the CARl) Study because of
I)ul)li(' c¢)nccl'n for the environment and because
THE RELEVANCE OF MILITARY the degree of success ,_f the noise-abatement
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT i,r,)gram will alfect the solution of othe" I)rob-
PROGRAMS TO THE NEEDS OF )eros.
CIVIL AVIATION Since the introduction of jet engine,_, mili-
tary l)]'ogram_ have been ;dined at making a
The recently coml)ieted Ch'il A_'iati, n lit- safe working environment for"ground and flight
se¢_reh und D¢'_'e/opmrnt (CAIID)l'olie_t Studg. crews, reducing the I).ssibilities of sonic fa-
conducted jointly by the l)el)artment of Trans- tigue in struttu|'es and of detection during corn-
• _ I.)rtation and the National Aeronautics and i)at operations, and improving the general en-
_ Space Administration. identified three major vir, mment around an air base. Current pro-
problems that face civil aviation t(_lay: Air. grams by all three military services include the
' [ craft noise, air-traffic congestion, and the lack dev_l,.)l)ment of techniques and engines for
of economical low-density, short-haul transla.'- quiet propulsion, a new technology that will
tation systems, have imm,,diate application in civil aircraft.
'[ The CARl) Study further cited four impof
tant problem areas bearing on the future of CONGESTION
_" civil aviation: Long.haul transpm_mtion, air t
' pollution, air cargo, and maintaining the broad Air-traffic congestion involves the airways,
technological base supporting all the needs of air-traffic control, airport terminals, and all the
civil aviation development, ramifications of a system which includes those
Many current and planned military aeronaut- three elements. Air-traffic _¢ntrol, at the heart
ical research and development programs will of the congestion problem, is one area where "
contribute to the solution of the civil aviation current and planned military progranm will
problems defined by the CARD Study, just as have a substantial influence. As one example,
past advances developed under military spon- each of the military sel_ices has air-traffic con- _
sorship have contributed to the i[rowth of civil trol programs geared to the specific require-
aviation. For even though military programs menta of the unique tactical situations in which _
are. by their nature, directed exeinsively to- it operates. The Army is working with helleop* ,
ward _olutions of specific problems in military tar operations, the Navy. with carrier landing, s. '
aviation, their ,cope is broad enough and their and the Air Force. with air-traffic-control tow-
results univenml enough that often they my era and eenten. The knowledge gained from
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these programs (';,. be translated directly into even in planning. But there are related devel-
"' problem s_dving fi,r civil air transportati_m. (q_ment progrm:_s that will benefit future civil
,'; transport designs for long-distance routes;
LOW-DENSITY, SHORT-HAUL ;,m.ng them are:
_' AIR TRANSPORTATION * S.p,'rcr/tical .'/rig a,,rodym.nies, now be-
:t, ink tested in a joint DoD-NASA flight re-
. The lack of suitable ;,nd, onomical air(.raft search program.
has been a major roadblock in solving the prob- • Thr_,_, .ds'_mc_,d _,nglne developm,,nts for
,: lems q_fshort-haul transp,_rtati,m, both low- and transonic and supersonic flight regimes.
:.... high-density. But current military V STOLand • A,tom_ttie flight control technology pro-
STOL aircraft programs will benefit civil avia- gram for large aircraft.
• : tion through the transfer of technology and • Adv,_lc¢,d m.t,'rial_ for major iml)rove-
_; hardware. Military-funded programs for power- ments in structural strength and weight,
"" plantdevehq)mentforfuturememl_rs (_fthese
_.- two unusual classes of aircraft will nmke con-
:', tributions to short-haul civil air transportation.
_ One unusual examl)le is _n all-terrain hind.
- ink gear. being developed in pr_)totype form in
a joint program by the U.S. Air Force and
:,,' the Canadian Government. Such a landing gear,
_. which works on the principle of an air cushi_m,
would free air('t':tl't from concrete runways or
hard surfaces and enable them to land on mud ._'"
- flats, lakes, rivers, tundra and marsh, as well as
• _, on prepared strips. ......,_t'"
LONG-HAUL TRANSPORTATION
,a: For the first time in many years, there is no
military long-hul transport in deveh)pment or
?-
?
.... ,] I
I
'rbmJreushiom'_ndingrj_tem'eml_ _ DC-9 tmnJport befqre and after being equipl_cl(ComrmFof The Air Yoree Flight with mmoimreductioneom,bu_tiomehamber_
Dymmfl_ Lalmmtory) (Courtesy of Pratt a_d Wkltney Airt'_fl)
2r)
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The continuing availability of specialized will military work on lighter structures, on new
military -'r.und and flight-test facilities will flight c(,ntrol techniques such as fly-by-wire, .n
c,ntrilmte further t, future transport designs, sonic fatigue, and on environmental contr,I
systems.
AIR POLLUTION
ASSESSMENT OF RELEVANCE
The military interest in nonp.lhtting engines
grew -ut of the need t. reduce the chance of The relevance of these military programs to
visual detection of combat aircraft. It was mill- civil aviati.n is sometimes very ol;vious and at
tary interest in snmkeless jet-engine c.mbus- .ther times less visible. In the following assess-
tion, for example, that led to the devempment ments made by the Study Group, the military
of the special combustors now being installed in technology is related to the needs of civil avia-
airline fleets to reduce visible I)-Ilutants. tion in terms of high, modorate, or low rele-
Continuing military research i)rogram_ in vance. Then the long-term trend of relevance
combustion and visible and nonvisible p:)llutants is estimated, to indicate whether or not future
will help civil-aircraft designers and operators benefits to civil aviation will continue at the
solve this pressing I)rol)lem. same rate as in the past.
• Noisr (dmtvment: Relevance is low, be-
AIR CARGO cause military projects have only recently
begun to consider the same problems en-
Military and civil cargos and cargo-handling countered by civil aircraft operators. An
methods differ greatly, but some military exlre- upward trend is expected.
:'ience is transferable. New military programs * Congestion: Relevance is high between mil-
for the heavy-lift helicopter and the advanced itary technology and civil needs in airways
• medium STOL transport will ...d to the data congestion, but low with respect to air- ,
bank of cargo-handling techniques, porLs. No change in trend is expected for
' either.
TECHNOLOGY BASE • Short-httul tr.nsportation: Relevance is
high, with major benefits expected from
, The technology base is supported by broad military .ograms in development of the
military programs in propulsion, flight mechan- helicopter and STOL and VTOL aircraft.
ics, structures and materials, avionics, flight • Long-h(tul tr_msportation: Relevance is
control, vehicle dynamics, equipment, meteor- considered moderate, with a downward e
ology, human factors, and aviation medicine, trend. Not all of the military programs
- •_ These generalized programs are the sources have a broad base in this problem area,
for most of the technological adwmces that and there is no current program for long-
eventually benefit civil aviation, range military transport aircraft.
-. In flight mechanics, for example, there are • Air pollution: Relevance is moderate, be- "
programs to mat,'h jet engines with air inlets, cause of past military work based princi- ,
.' a very critical problem area in both military pally on the reduction of visible pollutants, '
a:_d civil aircraft design. Predicting the aero- but the trend is upward.
• dynamic characteristics of an aircraft leads to * Air cargo: Relevance is moderate. Even
computerized design techniques, now used ex- though there are few new military proj-
tensively in aircraft planning and preliminary ects being considered, the significance of t..f-
design. Programs studying aerodynamic buffet, past work warrants the current assess-
high-lift and maneuvering devices, advanced ment of moderate.
airfoil and wing design, and minimum drag . Technology base: Relevance is high, be-
will contribute to civil aviation progress. So cause of the many applicable military de-
26
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velopments in all of the disciplines. "_,
These assessments bear out the belief that .I .iL" ...... .future civil aircraft development will benefit ..... ..... , :.-.p._ . _
from current and planned military research .,_ : _;_;_
and technology programs. But perhaps the _'_'
strongest argument for that reasoning can be
shown in the case histories of commercial air- ._ • _ ,
liner development. There, the research and tech- . :, , ¢- ,I. "_. _,
noiogy, the designs and equipment which came _,,_-_ _"¢'
from past military programs, have coalesced in
hardware.
COMMERCIAL AIRLINER DEVELOPMENT
It is a multibillion-doilar effort to develop and
begin production of a large commercial jet
t_'ansport today. The manpower requirements
are as high as four times the numb_rs required Large and complex facilities are required for the de-
for developing the first generation of commer- velopment of commercialtransports.(Courtesy of The Lockheed-California Co)
cial jets. Larger and more complex facilities
are needed for manufacturing, testing and craft development also benefited from military
checkout, plant and test facilities, manufacturing and
Historically, significant amounts ol the cap- production methods, tooling, and design-team
ital and development costs of such ventures expertise. This total transfer continued up to
have been reduced through the transfer of rail- the introduction of commercial jet transports.
itary aircraft technology and hardware. But About then, the transfer process changed in
. this transfer is a function of two important kind but not in degree. It was technol)gy,
factors: rather than hardware, that was transferred di-
• The difference between the design philos- rectly. The early military development of jet
ophies for military and civil aircraft. Mil- aircraft tested and proved the technological ad-
itary aircraft are designed to specific mis- vances in design, propulsion, strurtures, avion..
sion requirements, and some dep:'o_ of risk ies, and the other major items in aircraft de-
i_ acceptable in applying new tecbr,ology velopment. The first generation of military jets t
for the first time. Civil transport aircraft provided the technological base on which the
. , are designed with priority on safety, econ- first generation of commercial jet transports
omy, long service life, and passenger corn- could be built.
fort. To assess this transfer more accurately, the
• The ratio of military to commercial busi- Study Group considered four case histories of
hess in which an aerospace company is in- current U.S. commercial jet transports.
. ' volved. For example, 2.0 years ago the fa-
cilities that produced commercial trans- BOEING 707
ports were Government owned. Today, a
• 4 plant such as the one which produces the Relevance: The Boeing 707 clearly traces its '
Boeing 747 is entirely company owned, lineage directly from the USAF B-47 and B-52 _.
During the 1940s, there was direct hardware bombers; Boeing's experience in those n,ilitary
transfer between military transports and civil programs was invaluable to the 707 develop-
airliners. In some cases, only the interior ar- ment. The transfer of military technology and
rangements and equipment differed. Civil air- hardware was very high.
27
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_' DOUGLAS DC-8
....""" ....... _ military" to the Douglas DC-8 transport were
__ in the technology I)ase, design data, two com-
__;; • " _,_"_ _,_.._ plete l)ower plants, some equil)ment and co -
_u-%;. ...... ' ........... _ ponents, facilities, and experience. The transfer
' T _ .... _::[ I I ..... " _ "_ ' ' : of military technoh)gy and hardware was rood-
•":' _'--'-' "_"_:":';_ "C: _ ',_ erate, except for the power plants, where the
__ , _, transfer was high.
" "-' _'_ In 1955, the Douglas Aircraft Coral)any as-
,:o .._.:. sembled a design team to enter the Air Force
:','_;-% jet-tanker competition. That experience, plus
1 ._. _ the background Douglas had acquired in tim
" _ develol)ment and l)roduction of a number of
high-speed military aircraft, enabled the com-
I)any to m ve into the design and l)ro uctio of
a commercial jet transport. No prototype of
The Boeing 707 was the first U.S. commercial jet the DC-8 was built; Douglas went directly intotransport. (Courtesy of The Bo_ing Company)
production for reasons of time and competition
The Boeing 707, the first U.S. commercial with the Boeing 707.
jet transport, was designed for high subsonic
cruise speeds. It was developed as a tanker-
transport prototype, the Boeing 367-80, and first
' flewinJuly1954.Itevolvedfrom Boeingexl)e-
rience with the Air Force B-47 and B-52
, bomber programs. The B-47, which first flew
, in 1947, was the most important forerunner of ..
., the 367-80,the Air Force KC-135 jet tanker, _
and the commercial 707.The firstof the 707
f series, the Boeing 707-120, entered airline serv-
ice in 1958. ._,_._o,_:.
Specifically, the Boeing 707 owed these fea- ':'_._,_:_/." _ •
" ,'V .;,_.,_,_.._-.r.
•_ tures to directtransferof research,deveh)l)- _._.V_._'_i._.,_,:' , ,..,......
, _, ment, technology or hardware that had been __._;__, .....
• originally sponsored in military aircraft Im)-
Ii grams:. * Aerodynamic and structural design data
• Flight experience with large, highly aero- The Douglas DC-8 was developed without a prototype.(Courtesy of The MeDonneU Douglas Corp)
., elastic wings
• Lateral control by spoilers and inboard ai- These features of the DC-8 program were
ierons traceable to earlier military programs in re-
• Nacelle placement and pylon design search, development, technology or hardware:
• Structural design experience • Air Force manufacturing facilities
• Power plant • Aerodynamic and structural design data
• Autopilot and inertial navigation systems • Numerically controlled tooling
• Approximately half the navigation sys- • Approximately 40 percent of flight control
terns t_hnolog, y
28
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,._, • Power plants for early and later model:_ ground of military research, development, tech-
•::" of the DC-8 nologv and hardware included :
,: a Al)proximately 40 percent of the avionics • Design information froni extensive wind-
_: equipment tunnel testing and analyses during propo-
'._._:" sal w,,rk for the military C-SA program
_" BOEING 747 • Structural design technology12
::_" • Configuration and aerodynamic design
"_ Relecanec: Much of the basic technoh)gy and data
.. development base of the Boeing 747 is traceable • Air' Force flight-test facilities
to military programs. The propulsion system • Titanium forgings from the heavy press
_. of the airplane was the key to its success, and program
V' it drew on the development of the high-bypass- • Approximately half of the flight-control
_: ratio turbofan engine, sponsored by the Air technoh)gy
.._._
._- Force, for many of its technological advances. • Power-i)lant technoh)gicai advancesOverall, the direct transfer ,ff military tech- • Most avionic system components
_:': nology and hardware was low to moderate, the
only exception being the high transfer in l)asic
_"_. i)ower-plant design.
:" The design team that had developed Boeing's
-" proposals for the Air" Force C-5A program was ., -':_",_lm,-._': the b ckbone of continuing com any efforts _l_ ..'.n_i_.
i_ with large transport design. With Boeing's pre- _-_ __:__.._.
_. vious experience in commercial jet transl,orts " "'_'_........ -.'_.... _,_ _'i; -_• as additional data, the company was ready to ,.__
try the problems of developing a very large _ _-_'_"ij_ _.,_._ 11• 'r_ ransportfor long-haulr utes.The firstd - • ...e...
livery of a production 747 aircraft was made '_'
' in December 1969. "_
,,_ The 747 features that drew from the I,ack- _I!F) _ ,;_ ., - _ il
The McDonnell Douglas DC-10.
__4_a,,._..'*''";_:_''':__:"<'_"'_"- " :_*_'_ ......... , _c._.a_,_ (Courtesy of The McDonnell Douglas Corp)
\:., - _ l
f McDONNELL-DOUGLAS DC-IO
, , Reh, canee: The McDonnell-Douglas DC-10
. - did not benefit as much from military program
, ' '_ .................... _ ............... '_ knowledge and experience as the earlier jet "
transports in these histories. In geueral, trans-
t
, fer of technology from the military was low to
.' moderate,except for the power plant,where
• ,." the transfer was considered to be high and was
" significant in saving costs and reducing pro-
gram times.
This large-bodied transport was developed,
like the earlier DC-8, around conservative de-
The Boeing 747. (Courtesy of The Boeing Company) sign goals and criteria in order to minimize the
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risks and shorten the development time. Like and development. But the trend in the transfer
the 747, it was designed to take full advantage of hardware and development experience from
of the characteristics of tile high-bypass-ratio military programs to large, long-haul commer-
turbofan engine. This aircraft entered service cial aircraft has been downward, and the fu-
in 1971. ture trend is uncer,ain at this time.
There were major contributions to the DC-10 Overall the trene in direct transfer of hard-
I)rogram as a result of earlier or parallel nlili- ware--as opl)osed t_ t.e transfer of research
tary programs, and they included: and technology--has been downward. Unhl the
• Aerodynamic design and data contribu- mid-1950s, theJ'e was a direct transfer of hard-
tions to an iml)roved airfoil se_'tiol;, to na- ware, such as complete power plants, identic_J
celle and pyh)n drag im,ements, and to fuselage structures, tail surfaces, and landing
the double-slotted wing flal):_ gear. More recently, the trend has been limited
• Structural analysis techniques in fracture to the direct transfer of smaller sy_ems and
toughness and fatigue; components, such as hydraulic systems or iner-
• Origins and development of redundancy tial navigation systems.
concepts in the flight control system The overall assessment of the trends in hard-
• About one-half of the autopilot technology ware, or the development base, is shown in
• Extensive power-plant technology, plus Figure 1. The upward trend in future years re-
military flight experience with the engine fleets the relevance of the military advanced
• Less than 30 percent of communications medium STOL transport program, and the
and navigation equil)ment, but some de- leveling--or slightly downward---trend prol)-
gree of transfer in electronic systems tech- able in the long-haul transport area. What ac-
niques, tually will occur depends on the success and
progress of military research and development
TRENDS AND OBSERVATIONS programs now in being, or planned, and on the
new commercial transpo_ programs that '
In the past, the technology and hardware might be started.
' _hat were developed for military swept-wing jet
aircraft provided a firm foundation for the de-
velopment and production of the first commer-
cial jet transports. These transports that first
, _ flew in the 1950s could trace their lineage to ,16N
military programs of the previous decade. But _
: beginning in the mid-1950s, there was a reduc- _ _\\\\\\_ e
" _ion in the number of large military aircraft
'_ development programs, and one of its first °
'Y, effects was to reduce the transfer of hardware _
P
, to civil aircraft.
| The current generation of wide-bodied com- _.,--
,_ merciai jet transports required no new design ....
.| technology other than that of the high-bypass-
t
rati., turbofan engines. But the detailed design t0_
of these big airliners did take advantage of
technology derived from military programs. • i _ , i
The next generations of commercial trans- _s l_0 l_s 1_0 l_s t_0 l_s ,1
ports, including those considel_d for STOL op-
erations, will benefit from new military air- Figure 1. Military DevelopmentContributionsto x.
craft prototypes and advances from research Commercial Airliners
$0
I
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NATIONAL SUPPORTOF AERONAUTICAL • l"eder+d drt',,n.,+e/)+,d.,t include those of the
RESEARCHAND DEVELOPMENTAS Army, the Navy, the Air Force, and the
• MEASUREDBY R&DFUNDING Advanced Research Projects Agency; the
Aircraft Nuclear Prol)ulsion Program of
, • One measure of the national effort that sup- the Atomic Energy Commission; and the
ports aeronautical research and development-- R&D funds reimbursed by the Government
and therefore the growth and progress of avia- to industry _s allowable costs on I)rocure-
tion--is the money appropriated for that re- merit contract:_.
, _ search and development by both private and • Feder, l non-defense/'nnds include those of '
public sectors of the country, the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
This section presentg some of the trends in ministration and the P-aoral Aviation Ad-
• . aeronautical research and development fm,ding ministration.
in the graphs and discussions which follow. • Industry funds include nonreimbursable
First, a few definitions: industrial independent research and devel-
• Research ++ridtechnology funds are spent opment and specific deveh)l)v:ent funds, as
on basic and applied research, well as those from universities and foun-
++ • Deeelopment /_+n_s are spent on the de- dations.
velopment of prototype aircraft, their test Historically, the long-term pattern of total
programs, construction of research and de- U.S. expenditures for aeronautical research
," ,. velopment facilities, salaries for military and development has shown an upward trend.
. .' • ' and civilian personnel, and other support So have the individual elements of that total
co_ts, national support: Federal defense funds, Fed-
• R&D means research and development eral non-defen_e funds, and industry funds.
and includes both items listed directly This general increase in dollars available for
above, aeronnutical R&D is expected to continue.
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O4000 ,, defense funds. These two sources have shown
3750 an increasing supp(wt of research and technol-
3_oo ...... ,_s,_, ogr and deveh)l)ment over the years. Not shown- 3250 " ""_ in Figure 3 is the fact that industrv's share of
,c 3000
2_ 2750 total R&D funding has decreased significantly.
o° zs00 Consequently, the overall pattern is one ofZ
_ 225o prol)ortionately more significant future contri-
_ 2ooo butions as a result of Federal agencies' sup-
_ 1750 .............. port.
at... 1500 4000.
_ J25o 375o
IOOO 3500[.
750 _- 3250 _ FED_.ALNON-DE'_SE
500 = i 3ooo[. /,,
_50 _ i 2750 I. /r.t
o I I I , I I _ 2500
194_i 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 _ ?250 v_._, '_
X lI FEDERAL DEFENSeFISCAL YEAR -" 2000
Figure 2. Sources of Aeronautical R&D Funds _c 1750
(1973 dollars) _ 1500 D_,ELO'.E_
The data of Figure '_have beenadjusted for ._ f2_o
" " IO00 / REDERAL NON-DEFEnSE •
inflation and are presented in terms of the Tso,.%_j.. .." /-----_-,.----value of the dollar for FY 1973. Three trends 500 L ....E,,_. ,E.....
show clearly : 2_0 .._'
• The Department of Defense will continue o "" i _ t _ t1965 19_0 195._ Iq60 1965 1970 1975to make substantial contributions to aero-
• nautical research and deveh)pment in the F_SCAtYEAR
future. Figure 3. Government Aeronautical R&D Funding( 1973 dollars)
• Federal non-defense agencies also will con-
tribute to aeronautical R&D in substantial Although a slight upward trend in Govern-
i research and still persists,amounts. ment development
'- • Industry will contribute less in the future inflation has had a leveling effect. In addition,
, _ than it has in the past. Since 1968, the in- Government funding for research has been de- .
dustry element of funding has declined, in creasing. The total i)urchasing I)ower of dollars
" terms of FY 1973 dollars, awdlable for research and technology, however,
"_ Two elementsof Government researchand has remainedalmostunchanged,becausethe
-., _ deveo_ment funding_research and technology money available for develol)ment has slightly
:* funds bt_d development funds--have been increased.
i plotted in Figure 3, with values adjusted to FY Presenting the aeronautical research and de-1973 dollars. The figure highlights the large velopment funding as a percentage of the gross
' I share that Federal defense agencies contribute national product (Figure 4) points up one very
• c to both elements, and leads to the logical con- significant fact:
'.ii_[ elusion that continuing advances in technology Although the gross national product has in-
,-_ : can be expected from the military programs, creased each year, with two exceptions, since
. Research and technology funds show a 1945, aeronautical R&D funds have experi-
slightly increasing trend o er the years. About enced a severe revers l in their earlier up-
i two-thirds of total research and technology ward trends. Since 1954, aeronautical R&D
money now comes from Federal defense funds, funds have been a sharply declining portion
and more than 10 percent from Federal non- of the GNP.
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55 LONG-TERM COMPARATIVE TRENDS
; .50
45 ,.... Some of the most important cost and fundingt,
i _ .40 trends that apply to aeronautical research and
: _ development are combined in the graph that
.35 t, follows.
30 _/_. That picture is not a promising one. The sig-
_o .z5 _ nificance of the long-term trends is that unit
' _ l)rices and development costs of civil transport
.20_
15 aircraft are rising faster than the GNP. And
l0 funds for aeronautical research and develop-
05 ment are rising sh)wer than the GNP. There
can only be two results of these disturbing
0 trends: Major new aircraft programs eitherIq45 1950 1955 1960 1965 1910 1975
will decrease in number or will change in ha-FISCAL YEAR
ture.
Figure 4. Sources of Aeronautical R&D Funds
(Percent of GNP) I0,000 _! ........... ]
AIRCRAFT DEVELOPMENT AND ..................._,
UNIT COSTS L_ _ I J ,
Because of the increase in complexity aris- _ 100
ing from the demands for ever-improved sys- _ ,................
terns performance, the cost of developing air- _ ................$ // /
eraft has risen dramatically over the years. -_ ,':,_,_/..... _/
Historical trends indicate a doubling every 5 _ ._ .... _f
, years in the cost of transports. And because 1 " 1,000
these development costs have risen, the unit __,_ _ ll-"
t price of aircraft has also gone up since R&D vcosts must be l)rorated over the production run. '_gs_ _s _gss _96s _gn_°°
FI$_L_ "_
, _,
,0.000 Figure 6. Summary Comparative Trends
#
The importance of these trends cannot be
"_ _ :Z," overstated. New technology results in better ,
K-IO
,.,, _" _ = tomer purchases result in improvements in thelOP! _ " -- economy and in thi cou try's balance of trade
'. ,,, _"_. _ and balance of payments.
, s: _ :_.
. _, ,,.. = AIRCRAFT DEVELOPMENT STARTS
. ., [_., ,,_,,_' "-"0 _,_, During the 1940s and 1950s, prototype de-
.. _ !'_. ,, d_" ""0 veiopment was the _tandard procedure for de-
.i ._-, velop'ng and testing military aircraft before
tess i,_ Jts_ _t_ _9_5 production orders were placed. But the use ofDATE ENTEREDSERV'CE
this approach began to decline in the 1960s,
Fi_uce 6. Transport Aircraft Development Cost and
Unit Price and by the 1960s had almost been abandoned,
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25 I
GROSSWEIGHT25,000 - 100,00(3LBS
20 _ GROSSWEIGHTGREATERTHAN100,000LBS
M.,I
Z
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10 c-121
C-124
C-130
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c-135 1960S 1970S
." _ B-52
B-58 C-]41
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,_P-6M F-111 xB-70 1970S
P-3A FB-III
R-3Y C-5 VSTOL!P'rR HST
19.50 1960 1970 1980
DECADE OF FIRST FLIGHT
Figure 7. Military Aircraft Programs
Recently the concept of advance prototyping problems of aeronautical development. It is dif.
has been revwed in the "fly-before-buy" con- ficult to design one new airplane every 10 ori
cept. It is perhaps too early to assess the future 15 years---which Is now the fact in a majority
impact of this revived approach on new pro- of this country's aircraft companies--and main-
gram starts, but one fact stands out: tain the necessary proficiency and, therefore,
• The number of new military aircraft pro- the momentum that in the past has carried the
' gram starts has been sharply declining U.S. aviation industry to world-recognized
over recent years (Figure 7). technological superiority. #
. The importance of this fact lies in under- Consequently, it follows that, in order to
standing that any successful industry grows on maintain the momentum that produces growth,
" " i its momentum. Within the aircraft industry, there must be a continuing number of new air-
: that momentum is generated by the continuing craft-program starts to challenge the inventive-
.... _ deve!opment of new aircraft or prototypes, so hess and ingenuity of the industry. A program
:_ that scientists, engineers, technicians and designed to meet established military needs, if
._ draftsmen maintain their proficiency, their ex- adequately supported by Congress, should pro-
. !
, pertise, their familiarity with the manifold vide this necessary industry stimulus.
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FINDINGS AND OBSERVATIONS haul air transportation, the downward
trend in the transfer of hardware should
The findings of the Stud)' Group are sum- reverse, and the relevance of military pro-
marized l)elow. Following them, the Group has grams in this area should increase in the
recorded some obserwttions of significant fac- future. For hmg-haui air transportation,
tors that now are influencing the relevance of there will be little future change in the
military aeronautical research and development current low-to-moderate relevance of rail-
programs to civil aviation, and also are influ- itary programs.
encing awation progress and the technoh)gical
advances that will occur in the future. OBSERVATIONS
FINDINGS • Aviation has developed to the point where
it is now accepted as basic to the American
t • Government sponsorship, primarily mili- way of life. It no hmger enjoys the en-tary, has provided the impetus for most of thusiastic public support that marked its
I the significant technological advances that spectacular progress in the past. Now it
have been made by the U.S. aviation in- must face the challenges of society as just
dustry, by Government and priwte re- another industry or service.
search organizations, and by univelsities • The problem of congestion caused by in-
and colleges, creasing air traffic has affected civil airline
• The military establishment has provided operations significantly. This adds a new
the funding for about 70 percent of the dimension to the overall problem of air
most significant technoiogical advances in traffic control, and has resulted in a joint
U. S. aviation between 1925 and 1972. Gov- approach by military and civil aviation to
eminent civilian agencies have funded the solution of that problem.
about 20 percent, and private industry has • The drive for higher performance and in-
. funded about 10 percent of these advances, creased productivity for modern aircraft
• The military has been the first to use about has led to increases in the complexity of
75 percent of those gains in technology, aircraft and, in turn, to increases in cost
building a foundation of operational expe- and acquisition time. As a result, and be-
, , rienee that led to the acceptance and use cause the availability of development fund-
of that technology in civil aircraft pro- ing has not risen at the same rate, there
grams several years later, now are fewer new aircraft programs, t
• Military ground-based and flight research This trend will continue, unless perform-
.., facilities have made invaluable contribu- ante demands on new aircraft are substan.
tions in the development of civil avia- tially changed or unless development fund-
tion. Manufacturing technology, production ing is substantially increased. However,
methods, tooling, and facilities derived such an increase in development funding
from military have had a major must not be at the of researchprograms expense
. _ positive influence on the development of funding. Progress in technology requires a
civil aviation, long-term approach, both research and de-
'" • Aeronautical research and technology gen- velopment being funded with equal con-
- " erated by current military programs will sideration of their individual and interre-
continue to benefit civil a_iation progress, lated importance.
In contrast, the benefits to civil aviation • The amount of aeronautical research and
from military development and production development funding is substantial and
programs generally have decreased in both has been rising steadily over the years.
relevance and importance. But in short- This is still true if inflation is taken into
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account, although the vise ix not then as civil aviati.n, especially if tile projected
rapid. I_rogl'anls t'_ldiflue.
• When compared t. the gr.ss national • The currel_t absence of a lirm military re-
prodt, ct. to total expenditures for Govern- quirement for a new long-haul t,'ansport
ment research and development, ,w to the could have _, significant imi)act on the
rate of increase in aircraft devel.pment technology and devel_i,ment b_lse that his-
production cost._, the trends of aeronau- t.rically has existed for civil airliner cle-
rical research and development fundir.it are vel.pment.
unfavorable. Aerm,autical research and tie- • Any decrease in the curre:_t relevance of
velol)ment fundinlt, as a percentage of military aeronautical hardware to the ,
GNP. or of the total Government funding needs of civil aviation could add even fur-
for research and development, is on the ther to the already increasing costs of civil
downward trend, airliner development. These costs have
• Current military intere_t:_ in short-haul risen dramatically and will be major con-
air transp_rt developments, t_th V STOI., siderati.ns in any new airliner develop-
anti STOL, sh_mld yield many benefits to ment and I)r.ducti.n I)r_gram.
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